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Abstract1
Anonymous non-coding sequence markers (ANMs) are powerful neutral genetic markers with great utility2
in phylogeography, population genetics and population genomics. Developing ANMs has previously relied3
on sequencing random fragments of genomic DNA in the target species and then querying bioinformatics4
databases to identify unannotated, putatively neutral fragments. Here, we describe an alternative in silico5
approach that is based on identifying large unannotated genomic regions in model species to provide a priori6
neutral targets for candidate ANMs that are remote from exonic regions. We illustrate this approach by7
developing a set of 17 polymorphic ANMs for red grouse (Lagopus lagopus scotica) from c. 1 Mbp non-8
coding chromosome regions of chicken, turkey and zebrafinch genomes. This pipeline represents a powerful9
and efficient approach when appropriate model genomes are available for the target species of interest.10
The ability to isolate and characterise nuclear DNA sequence polymorphisms remains a major priority for studies11
resolving population history, estimating demographic parameters and examining the genetic basis of divergence,12
adaptation and speciation (Thomson et al, 2010). In non-model species, one classic approach is to use exon-13
primed intron-crossing markers (EPICs) or comparative anchor-tagged sequences (CATS), which target nuclear14
intronic sequences by anchoring primers in conserved flanking exonic regions (Backström et al, 2008). These15
markers are considered useful for phylogenetics, gene mapping and population genetics because of high variabil-16
ity, cross-species utility and presumed neutrality (Brito and Edwards, 2009; Slate et al, 2009). However, they17
are unlikely to be truly neutral because purifying selection on flanking exons may affect intronic polymorphism18
through hitchhiking (Thomson et al, 2010). In contrast, nuclear anonymous non-coding markers (ANMs) that19
are located in regions remote from exonic domains are unlikely to be under selection and are substantially more20
polymorphic than EPICs or CATS (Thomson et al, 2010). Additionally, ANMs are more abundant and easier21
to type than microsatellites, making them ideal tools for population genetics and phylogeography (Rosenblum22
et al, 2007; Lee and Edwards, 2008; Thomson et al, 2010).23
Isolating ANMs is usually based on sequencing random fragments of genomic DNA following shearing (Rosen-24
blum et al, 2007; Lee and Edwards, 2008) or enzymatic digestion (Barlow et al, 2012; Ren et al, 2013), or via25
whole-genome massive parallel sequencing (Bertozzi et al, 2012; Lewis et al, 2014). Non-coding sequences can26
then be identified from absence of annotations following blast (Altschul et al, 1997) queries against bioinfor-27
matics databases, and primers are designed accordingly (Bertozzi et al, 2012; Lewis et al, 2014). One issue28
1
with this strategy is that primer design on library clone sequences may be compromised because unidentified29
polymorphism in binding sites may cause null-alleles, PCR failure and poor cross-species utility (Thomson et al,30
2010). Most crucially, however, neutrality cannot be established from mere absence of blast results. Con-31
firming remoteness from exonic domains as a criterion for neutrality requires examining the genomic context of32
the sequences in model genomes, but direct sequence mapping may be difficult if no taxonomically close model33
genome is available.34
Here, we describe an alternative strategy to identifying ANMs that is purely based on available bioinformatics35
resources and provides a priori candidate targets for designing primers in non-coding regions that are remote36
from exonic regions and hence likely to be truly neutral. We illustrate this strategy by developing ANMs from37
avian model genomes for red grouse (Lagopus lagopus scotica), an economically important game bird endemic38
to upland heather moors in Scotland and northern England (Martínez-Padilla et al, 2014).39
The UCSC Table Browser (Karolchik et al, 2004) provides tabulated annotations from published genomes.40
RefSeq annotations were downloaded for the chicken genome (Gallus gallus galGal4 assembly) and analysed41
using custom scripts in R 3.0.3 (R Core Team, 2014). The table fields txStart and txEnd were used to calculate42
genomic distances (bp) between consecutive transcription blocks across each autosome. The maximum region43
size per autosome ranged from 0.1 Mbp to 5.1 Mbp (median 1 Mbp) and a total of 113, 19 and 7 regions of at least44
1 Mbp, 2 Mbp and 3 Mbp, respectively, were available across all autosomes (Figure 1). Nine c. 1 Mbp regions45
in nine autosomes were arbitrarily selected as candidate target regions (Figure 1). The central 10 kbp portion46
of these regions was extracted from genbank chromosome sequences, and homologous sequences in turkey47
(Meleagris gallopavo melGal1 assembly) and zebrafinch (Taeniopygia guttata taeGut1 assembly) genomes were48
identified using the blast-like alignment tool blat (Kent, 2002). Alignments of all three species and also49
chicken and turkey alone were generated in geneious v5.6.3 (Drummond et al, 2012). Non-degenerate primers50
(200–800 bp amplicon size, 18–27 bp primer length, 20–80 % GC content, 50–64 ºC melting temperature)51
were then designed opportunistically on small conserved regions using primer3 (Rozen and Skaletsky, 2000)52
as implemented in geneious. Primer specificity was tested using UCSC in-silico pcr amplicon prediction53
(Hinrichs et al, 2006) on the chicken, turkey and zebrafinch genomes.54
Sequence polymorphism was ascertained in three red grouse individuals from locations that maximise ge-55
ographic variation across a network of grouse moors in north-east Scotland (Glenlivet 57.29 °N 3.18 °W, Mar56
Lodge 56.95 °N 3.66 °W and Invermark 56.89 °N 2.88 °W). PCR conditions followed Wenzel et al (2014), with57
annealing temperatures as detailed in Table 1. Amplicons were Sanger sequenced in both directions, sequences58
were aligned in geneious and heterozygote sites were coded as IUPAC degenerate bases. Absence of exonic59
annotations was re-confirmed using blastn against the genbank nt database (Altschul et al, 1997). Polymor-60
phic sites, numbers of haplotypes, nucleotide diversity, haplotype diversity and Tajima’s D were then computed61
on reconstructed haplotypes derived from the phase algorithm in dnasp v5 (Librado and Rozas, 2009).62


































Figure 1: Numbers of unannotated genomic regions of particular minimum sizes in chicken autosomes, based on
distances between consecutive transcription blocks. Black dots represent candidate regions selected for ANM
design (Table 1).
2
our development strategy. Polymorphic sequence alignments were obtained for seventeen loci (57 %), containing64
1–18 SNPs that define 2–6 haplotypes with no evidence of deviation from neutral sequence evolution (Table 1).65
Insertions/deletions of 1–10 bp were present in five loci. These polymorphic ANMs provide a valuable resource66
for a range of population genetics or genomics applications in red grouse. The zebrafinch genome impeded67
primer design in many cases due to its taxonomic distance (Table 1), but considering the taxonomic distance68
between red grouse, chicken and turkey, these markers should be conserved and hence useful across a range of69
closely related galliform species.70
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